
 

Tech vs telecoms: EU ignites debate on 'net
neutrality'
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Web giants including Google and Netflix accounted for more than 55 percent of
online traffic globally last year, a study claimed.

Tech and streaming giants suck up vast amounts of bandwidth, so the EU
this week revived a long-standing idea to make them pay the telecom
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firms who maintain the infrastructure.

But the idea, which sounds simple, has sparked wails of disapproval not
just from the tech giants who would be forced to pay, but also from
digital rights activists worried that it would create a two-speed internet.

EU competition commissioner Margrethe Vestager kicked off the
controversy at a media briefing on Monday when she promised renewed
focus on the idea of "fair contribution to telecommunication networks".

"We see that there are players who generate a lot of traffic that then
enables their business but who have not been contributing actually to
enable that traffic," she said.

Vestager did not name any companies but European telecoms lobby
group ETNO published a study on the same day naming the firms they
see as the major culprits—Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft,
Google and Netflix.

ETNO cited a claim that these six accounted for more than 55 percent of
online traffic globally last year.

Vestager's colleague, interior markets commissioner Thierry Breton,
quoted a similar figure in a tweet on Wednesday, writing that restoring
fairness was now "one of the main projects in our digital space".

Media reports suggested legislation would be on the table by the end of
the year.

The EU has already passed two massive laws giving regulators more bite
when it comes to policing content and anti-competitive practices.

Those efforts were largely welcomed by rights activists.
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But the fight over internet infrastructure has sparked fears that the EU
could end up jeopardising "net neutrality", whereby telecoms firms are
barred from selling faster internet speeds to particular companies.

The issue has spawned a long-running toxic debate in the United States.

'Double-dip' accusation

Telecom companies have made repeated requests for tech firms to pay
up, including a joint appeal last year from the four largest European
operators—Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone, Orange and Telefonica.

With the launch of its report on Monday, ETNO pointed out that
telecoms firms have invested more than 500 billion euros over the past
10 years to develop national networks.

The association envisaged that a 20-billion-euro annual contribution
would create hundreds of thousands of jobs, boost economic output
across the bloc and help reduce energy consumption.

The tech industry was quick to respond, calling ETNO's conclusions
"fundamentally flawed".

"Operators are already being paid by their customers," said Christian
Borggreen of the CCIA lobby group for tech firms, accusing telecoms
firms of wanting to "double-dip".

"This would be equivalent to energy companies trying to collect fees
from appliance makers for the energy use of washing machines while
consumers are already being charged for the actual amount of energy
used to do their laundry," he said.
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Privileged access'

While both sides claim to support the principle of an open internet,
activists and experts have raised concerns that the EU could open the
way to firms buying faster internet from providers.

The EU's top court confirmed in a 2020 ruling against internet provider
Telenor that such pricing policies were illegal.

But Thomas Lohninger of EDRi, a rights lobby group, wrote that
Vestager "wants to destroy Net Neutrality in the EU" and said it would
be a "huge mistake".

Stephane Bortzmeyer, a network engineer and commentator, told AFP
the result of enabling telecoms firms to discriminate would certainly be a
two-speed internet.

"There will be ordinary people who don't pay, whose services will be
slow, and others who can afford it will have privileged access," he said.

The issue of net neutrality has been at the heart of a bitter years-long row
in the United States where activists and tech firms have fought against 
telecom firms' efforts to weaken rules against such pricing policies.

Vestager may just have imported a similar row to Europe.
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